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Introduction
Printing is one of the four great inventions in ancient China. Printed matter is an important carrier of Chinese civilization spreading to the world. In 2016, the Gross Domestic Product (shorted as GDP) of China's printing industry was 1 trillion and 210 billion, accounting for 1.85% of the national GDP. The printing industry had 3 million and 400 thousand employees, which was the second large printing market in the world. Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication is the only university in Asia with the Chinese name of "printing", enjoying the reputation of "Whampoa Military Academy" in the printing field. Printing engineering is the oldest and greatest major in the school, originated since the 1958, the Central Cultural Institute of printing technology, incorporated into Central Academy of Fine Arts in 1961. In 1978, Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication was founded on the basis of printing technology major. Printing engineering has owned the school running history for 60 years and more than 4000 undergraduate graduate, so it has a great contribution on the development of printing and packaging, the news publishing industry in our country. Printing engineering major was ratified as the Beijing brand specialty in 2005, the professional construction of Ministry of education in 2007, and was listed as excellent engineer training pilot major of the Ministry of education in 2012. In the past five years, printing engineering major has been ranked as the level of domestic leading and well-known in the world [1] .
Printing engineering is core major of the media technology professional group in Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication, which drives the else specialty construction including information, machinery, packaging, materials and design, supports the development of major group comprised of media art, media culture and media management, highly fits the school location. Digitization, greenization, intelligentization, and the cross media fusion is the development trend of printing industry. The goal of printing engineering will be cultivating the first-class talents adapting to the demand of modern printing, cultural creativity, cross media integration and other fields, and highly fit industry and capital development strategy. Printing engineering has the characteristics of the technical cross fusion the radiation of application level. The major reform has fully reflected printing has the dual attributes of culture and manufacturing, and its personnel training mode, training scheme, software and hardware environment can keep leading and adapt to the future development of the printing industry.
The Contribution of Printing Engineering Major on Development Strategy of Country and Capital
The Printing Industry, Oriented by the Development Strategy of Country, Adheres to Green Development and Speeds up in Transformation and Upgrading. China is the world's second largest country in printing field. In China, there are 105 thousand printing enterprises, 3.4 million employed persons and the output value of printing industry takes up 1.85 percent of the national GDP. The print matters are different than general products, which strongly associated with ideology, economic development, ecological environment and people's living.
The Plan "13th Five-Year" of printing industry put forward that printing industry will be oriented by Innovation-Driven, Internet Plus, Big Data, Synergetic Development in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region", Made in China 2025, and other national development strategies. By these measures, printing industry will make efforts to green, digital, intelligent and integrated development. Nowadays, the traditional field is keeping sustainable growth, and the emerging field is developing rapidly. Under this new-normal environment, the printing industry is speeding up in transforming and upgrading, and exploring the reasonable way to construct the smart printing factory. The proportion of digital printing went up from 0.4 percent in 2011 to 14 percent in 2015, which the proportion of green printing reached 30 percent. At the same time, the printing industry gradually merges with electronic industry, textile industry, 3D printing industry, culture creativity industry and other relevant industries, which aims to create products and serve with high technology contents and high value-added.
The Printing Engineering Profession with Tremendous Strength, Profound Accumulation and Superior Consciousness Provides High Quality, Prospective Talents and Technical
Supports to Printing Industry. This profession has been developed for nearly 60 years, which had cultivated more than 4000 undergraduates and nearly 300 graduates. The graduates hold vital offices in the government agency, also in the industry body. These people hold the post of senior executive, technical director in enterprise and become the backbone of teaching and researching in colleges and scientific research institutes, which supports the demand of talents during the process of industry development [2] .
The printing professional teachers are devoting to science and technology innovation and undergoing a number of critical research projects, which promote the development of the industry and its transformation and upgrading. Water-color ink, UV ink, processless CTP plate and other research products speed up the process of green printing. The achievement of digital graphic rasterization and output technology promotes the development of digital printing. The conductive ink and its printing technology, and the research products of UV 3D printing material achieved the cross-integration among printing industry, electron industry and 3D printing industry. The professor Pu Jialin led and compiled the road map of the plan "13th Five-Year" in printing industry, and the associate professor He Xiaohui as the team leader in TC 130 post-press team organized to compile international standard. These measures led the direction of industry technology development and made a large contribution for industry transformation and upgrading, which advanced international status of printing profession.
The Dual Attributes of Printing Culture and Manufacture Comprehensively Support the "Four Centers" Functional Orientation of Capital. On the one hand, propagandizing and intensifying the socialist core values is significant for country's development. Beijing is the gathering place for publishing company in China, where 238 publishing companies are gathered. The production of printing for publications embodies the national political ecology and the ideological connotations. The few copies and rapid printing for classified documents of central authorities, state organs and army system gives prominence to characteristics, like digital printing with rapid speed and strong timeliness. And the modern printing technology supports the political center status of Beijing. On the other hand, the new printing form promotes Beijing's culture development and technology innovation. Beijing has the full industry chain of regular art trade and the largest art auction market in Asia. In this case, the printing service in auction atlas is prosperous for long time and the high quality copy of artworks is in great demand. In addition, the economy of Beijing convention and exhibition is active, high-level conference emerges one after another and the demand for printing promotional materials of exhibition is quite hot. Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication, Institute of Chemistry in Chinese Academy of Sciences and China Academy of Printing Technology represented by printing technology innovation organizations gathered in Beijing and the technology innovative product translated into the new form of green and digital printing [3] .
Beijing's Cultural and Creative Industry Suddenly Rises and the Printing Engineering Profession is Promising. Printing is one of the nine major cultural industries in China, which is also the important composition part of the cultural industry and the engineering technology support for the cultural and creative industry. The development plan of Beijing's cultural and creative industry in the period of "13th Five-Year" pointed out that the new industry, like "Culture Plus", develops continuously and the situation of multi-integration in related industry will be structured gradually. Meanwhile, giving priority to develop green printing and printing on-demand, and promoting the system construction of "High-Tech" cultural and creative industry. This profession cultivates advanced specialized talents with the combination of culture and technology and the multi-integration applied among correlative industries, and these talents are going to spot the talent gap in Beijing cultural industry.
Guiding the Teaching Reform Research and Leading the Coordinated Development of Printing Education in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region.
With the wave of coordinated development in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and the central authorities set the "Xiong'an New Area" in Hebei province, Beijing's new printing industry met an unprecedented development opportunities. The program "Research on coordinated development of innovational and enterprising talents in printing and packaging profession in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region" leaded by this profession accumulated the intellectual resources among six printing and package colleges in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. It provided the programme for cross-district talent training, and also provided the design and plan of innovation and entrepreneurship education, promoted the coordinated development of regional printing education, which displays the leading position of printing engineering profession.
Analysis on Social Requirement for Printing Engineering Major
Get a Foothold in Beijing to Deliver Talent People for the Capital's Economic Development. The functional orientation of the "four centers" in Beijing requires a number of printing enterprises with security qualification servicing the central, government agencies, army and a number of creative cultural publishing enterprises to meet citizen's demands in culture and education, and improve the capital's cultural taste. It also requires a number of cross-media and digital enterprises representing the future development of printing industry. With the increasing requirement of talents, Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication sets the purpose of "Based on Beijing and Serving the Capital", this department carries out the pilot program for educating and cultivating excellent engineers in the Ministry of Education. Bear responsibility for delivering pioneering, innovative talents with practical awareness to the social and economic development in Beijing, culture innovation and publishing enterprises.
Serve the Construction of Building Advanced Culture Capital, Promote the Tremendous Development and Prosperity of Socialism in Capital. Under the time background of tremendous development and prosperity of socialism, the department takes the duty of advertising and inheriting Chinese printing culture and focus on serving the construction of advanced culture capital publishing "The Illustrated History of Beijing Printing" and holding many practical activities about "seek the root of art, inspire the spirit of craftsman" "imprinting, inheritance and rhyme of Beijing". The department accumulates strengths and characteristic resources, has joined the Beijing international cultural creative industry in recent five years [4] . The unique creative design and dramatic live show wins the affirmation of leaders and praise of audience. At the same time, the department works to combine the factor of printing and culture, enforces the cooperation among the companies of Arton, Oriental Baoji, Rongbaozhai, twists the content of inheriting Chinese art quintessence and cultivating talents and promote the construction of international city with Chinese character in Beijing to make its own contributions. Satisfy the Requirement of Talents Resource in Printing Revolution. In the future printing enterprises should bring new functional and high value-added products. Printing for demand, environment-friendly innovation and intellectual production are the inevitable trend for printing future. Based on the new direction of development, industries and enterprises have the more increasing demand for developed talents who command the strategic planning and design, understand printing craft, computer and new media technologies and specialize in foreign language. Facing the opportunities and challenges of new situation, printing engineering adapts the all-round reform and practice by innovating the mode of cultivating talents, changing the setup of core curriculum, and designing practical sessions and transform technologic properties. It get a highly success step by step in the competition of creative printing design, exchange students plan, educating outstanding engineers, international cultivation and frontier researches in science and technology. At the same time through the flexible introduction gathers talents and professors of "1000 talents plan", leads the technology development of industry, strengthen the interaction and integration between school and enterprises and construct the national and provincial education resources and sharing platform to broaden students' horizons, make talents cultivating structure and practical skills facing to the whole industry chain and meet industry and enterprises' demands for high-tech talents.
Achieve the Intellectual Resources Support and Meet the Needs of Improving the Quality of Employees in the Whole Industry Industrial development cannot go on without the progress of technological revolution and the support of macro industrial policy guides and intellectual resources. The major professional teachers led with joint industry experts compiling "Chinese Printing Industry Development Research Report" "Chinese Printing Industry Technology Roadmap (2016-2025)" "Quanzhou printing industry restructuring and upgrading road map" for the national and local Industry development to provide intellectual support and data reference, but it also reflects the ability of professional experts to control the industrial technology development [5] .
In the recent five years, it has presided over a number of key professional problems in environmental-friendly printing and digital printing, including 10 national research projects, 20 provincial and ministerial research projects and more than 50 horizontal cooperation projects and also compiled the national and industrial standards. Combining with "Special Zone for Talents Training in Industry-specific Universities" "Collaborative Training innovative talents of Industry and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei" "Industry-University-Research Cooperation Cultivation of Higher Engineering and Technical Talents in the Whole Industry Chain" and "International Cultivation Talents". The professional teachers and enterprises carry out in-depth cooperation, explore ways of personnel training, offer "advanced course seminar" to provide technical staff and management personnel and provide technical and intellectual support for the enterprise.
